
Characters 

 

Jeannette Rankin (F)   - 36, first female Congress member of the United States  

of America, fiery and hot tempered.  

 

Wellington Rankin (M)  - Early 30’s, lawyer, brother to Jeannette.  

 

Belle Finney (F)   - Mid 20’s to early 30’s, avid supporter and friend of  

Jeannette.  

 

Carrie Chapman Catt (F)  - Mid 40’s to early 50’s, stiff, very wealthy.  

 

President Woodrow Wilson (M) - Early 60’s 

 

 

  



ACT 1 

Scene 1 - Office 

(Lights come up halfway to reveal an office. The door is SR; next to 
the door is a radio. USC there is a window with a minibar below it, 
and to the right of the bar is a winged chair. SL is               Miss Rankin’s desk. 
In the far SL corner is an American flag. Presumably, Belle’s desk sits 
right outside the door. Belle flits about the office, preparing it for 
Jeannette's arrival. SFX. Radio Static) 

Newsreel:  1914, Congress shuts down an appeal for granting women the right to vote. This 
has been a piece of legislation up for debate since 1878 when first presented by 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony. May 7, 1915, British ocean liner, 
the RMS Lusitania, is torpedoed, killing 1,198 passengers, including 128 
Americans. November 1915, only three months after the German government 
pledges to ensure the safety of passengers  before sinking unarmed vessels, the 
German military sinks an Italian liner, killing Americans. 1915, Congress denies 
another appeal seeking to grant women the right to vote. 

(SFX. Radio Static. The door slams open. "Miss Rankin! Miss Rankin” can 
be heard in the hallway as Jeannette throws herself in the room and slams 
the door shut behind her. Belle suddenly stops what she's doing and turns 
around to greet the new Congresswoman.) 

Belle:   Miss Rankin, it is an honor! 

(She reaches out to her to shake her hand.) 

Jeannette:   If I have to shake one more hand, I am going to  scream. 

Belle:   Oh... 

(Removes her hand.) 

Jeannette:   Forgive me. I'm not usually so rude. 

(Takes a deep breath and lets it out.) 

Jeannette:  It's a pleasure to meet you, too.... Who are you? 

Belle:   I'm Belle, your new secretary. 

Jeannette:   Of course! Yes. Well, I'm Jeannette Rankin, your new congresswoman. 

(Jeannette turns and studies Belle a little closer.) 

Jeannette:  Belle... Belle, Belle, Belle... Fin- 

Belle:   Finney. 

Jeannette:  Finney! Of course, I remember you now. You were a great help during my 

campaign. I apologise that it took me a moment to place you. A lot has 

happened within the last few weeks. 

Belle:   I'm sure it's been a whirlwind. 



Jeannette:   To say the least. 

Belle:   When I found out I was getting the opportunity to  work for you, I - 
 
Jeannette:   With me. 
 
Belle:   I'm sorry? 
 

Jeannette:   You will be working with me, not for me. 

 

(Jeannette explores her office.) 
 

Jeannette:   So this is my office. 

 

Belle:   Yes, I tried to clean it up for you a little. Make it  more welcoming. 

 

Jeannette:   It's lovely. Belle, please don't feel the need to... fuss over me. 

 

Belle:   Yes, Miss Rankin. 

 

Jeannette:   And please, call me Jeannette. 

 

Belle:   Yes, Miss Rank- I mean, Jeannette. 

 
(They exchange smiles. Jeannette sits behind her desk.) 
 

Jeannette:   Have a seat. 
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(Points to arm chair.) 

 

Jeannette:  Tell me a little bit about you. 

 

(Belle sits.) 

 

Belle: There's not much to tell. I have an older sister, Frieda, and we were raised by my 

father and step- mother. My mother passed away when I was two weeks  old. I 

attended college at the University of Wisconsin. 

Jeannette:   Really? What did you study? 

Belle:   Philosophy and journalism. 

Jeannette:  Well, Miss Belle, you've just become increasingly more interesting. I'm glad 

you're here. How are your typing skills? 

Belle:   Excellent. 

Jeannette:  Good. I have a project I'd like you to work on. I'd like to do weekly publications 
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for the Hearst paper. All regarding Suffrage, of course. 

Belle:   Of course. 

Jeannette:   What are your feelings on the press? Talking to them, I mean. 

(Interrupted by a knock on the door.) 

Jeannette:  Who is it? 

Wellington:  It's me! I want to see your office. 

Jeannette:   Come in! 

(Wellington enters.) 

Wellington:  Wow. Not too shabby for a ranch kid. 

(Belle and Jeannette stand.) 

Jeannette:  Belle, you might remember my campaign manager and  brother, Wellington 

Rankin. Wellington, this is - 

Wellington:  Finney, right? 

Belle:   Yes. 

Wellington:  Your efforts during the campaign were and are  appreciated. 

(Wellington moves to the mini bar.) 

Wellington:  You drink now? 

Jeannette:   Came with the office. 

Wellington:  Oh. You mind? 

Jeannette:  Enjoy. 

(Wellington pours himself a drink, then sits on the    corner of Jeannette's 
desk.) 

Jeannette:   Do you mind? 

Wellington:  Not particularly. 

Belle: You can have this spot. I should probably get back to work. Don't hesitate to 

reach out to me if you need anything. 

(To Wellington.) 

Belle:   Nice to see you again. 

(Exits.) 

Wellington:  Nice girl. 



 

Jeannette:   Don't do that. 

Wellington:  Do what? 

Jeannette:   "Nice girl." She's a well-educated, completely capable woman. 

Wellington:  My mistake. 

(Takes a drink.) 

Wellington:   And don't snap at me; I'm on your side. 

Jeannette:   I'm not snapping. I'm educating. 

Wellington:  (Raises his glass.) Cheers to that. 

(Wellington picks up the newspaper on her desk.) 

Wellington:  May I? 

Jeannette:   Please. 

(Wellington sits down and reads. Jeannette begins working.) 

Wellington: "I wonder, is she old and stout, or is she young and pretty? How long the 

members will stay out who are on  her committee... We'll hear no more of 

shabbiness among our legislators. She'll make them formal in their dress; they'll 

wear boiled shirts and gaiters...." That is in The New York Times. 

Jeannette:   I'm aware. 

Wellington:  This poem is pretty good, but have you heard the limericks 

Jeannette:   What? 

Wellington:  Kidding. 

Jeannette:  God, this blasted press. If I had known this was going to come along with it, I 

may have reconsidered. 

Wellington: First female in Congress, and you didn't think there would be press? Come now, 

Jenny. 

Jeannette:   I'm trying to see if Belle has a knack for talking. 

Wellington:  You don't plan on talking to the press? 

Jeannette:   Not if I can help it. 

Wellington: I say, you'll have as much luck with that as Wilson will have keeping us out of 

this war. 

Jeannette:   Hush now. 



Wellington: Come on! Germans keep killing innocent Americans; can't stay out of this one 

forever. 

(SFX. Knock on the door.) 

Jeannette:   Come in. 

(Belle enters.) 

Belle:   You've received a telegram. 

Jeannette:   Give it here. 
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(Belle crosses and sets the telegram on her desk.) 

Jeannette:  It's from the Suffrage House. They'd like me to give a speech there before 

heading to the Capitol... I'm sure I can make time for that. Wellington, I'll need 

you to pick up Mama from my apartment. I won't have time to go home between 

the Suffrage House and Congress. 

Belle:   Your mother? 

Wellington:  She would not dream of missing her eldest sworn into office. 

Belle:   How wonderful. 

Jeannette:   Yes, and, well, she lives with me. She hasn't much  choice. 

Wellington:  Don't be so humble. 

(Belle begins to cry. Jeannette rushes over to   her and throws her arm 
around her.) 

Jeannette:   My dear, what on Earth has come over you? 

Belle: I'm sorry, it's just... I just... I never thought I'd live to see this day. A woman in 

Congress. 

(Jeannette hands Belle a handkerchief.) 

Jeannette:   It is pretty extraordinary, isn't it? 

Wellington:  Modest. 

Jeannette:   Honest. 

Belle: Imagine the possibilities for us now. I really think we'll see the right to vote 

soon. 

Wellington:  If we don't go to war first. 
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Belle:   You really think that will happen? 

(Wellington shrugs and takes another sip of his drink.) 

Belle:   But President Wilson is a pacifist. 

Wellington:  He's a politician. 

(Jeannette removes her arm from Belle, and begins to massage her own 
temples.) 

Belle:   You okay? 

Jeannette:   Oh, yes, just a bit of a headache. 

Wellington:  How many members today bet you'd come in on  horseback? 

Jeannette:   Or dressed as a cowgirl. 

Wellington:  You have time to change. 

Jeannette:   Well, I suppose there's no use in waiting. What's the  worst that can happen? 

Wellington:  After you. 

(Exit. SFX Radio static) 

Newsreel:  At 11:30, Lady of Montana, Jeannette Rankin, entered the full gallery. She wore 
a dark blue dress, trimmed with lighter blue and white chiffon. As her name was 
called in roll call, the crowd of men around her stood and cheered. She stood, 
bowed to both Democrats and Republicans, until Speaker of the House, James 
Clark, pounded his gavel. After the organisation of the House took place, Miss 
Rankin presented her first order of legislation, calling for Suffrage by federal 
amendment. House adjourns at 7:47 and reconvenes at 8:40 to hear  address from 
President Woodrow Wilson concerning tensions overseas. 

 
(SFX. United States National Anthem. Spotlight on SL where President 
Woodrow Wilson Address Congress.) 

 

Wilson: Gentlemen of the Congress: I have called the Congress into an extraordinary 

session because there are serious, very serious, choices of policy to be made, and 

made immediately, which it was neither right, nor constitutionally permissible, 

that I should assume the responsibility of making. It is a distressing and 

oppressive duty, gentlemen of  the Congress, which I have performed in thus 

addressing you. There are, it may be, many months of fiery trial and sacrifice 

ahead of us. It is a fearful thing to lead these great peaceful people into war, into 

the most terrible and disastrous of all wars. Civilization itself seeming to be in 

the balance. But the right is more precious than peace, and we shall fight for the 

things which we have always carried nearest our hearts -- for democracy, for the 

right of those who submit to authority to have a voice in their own governments, 

for the rights and liberties of small nations, for a universal dominion of right by 

such a concert of free peoples as shall bring peace and safety to all nations and 

make the world itself, at last, free. To such a task, we can dedicate our lives and 

our fortunes, everything that we are and everything that we have, with the pride 

of those who know that the day has come when America is privileged to spend 



her blood and her might for the principles that gave her birth and happiness, and 

the peace which she has treasured. God helping her, she can do no other. 
 

(SFX. United States National Anthem. Lights fade to black.) 
 

  



Scene 2  - Office 

(Lights come back up on a somber office. Jeannette enters and looks out the 
window. She  walks to the flag in the corner, and gently feels the fabric. 
Knock on the door.) 

Jeannette:   Come in. 

(Belle enters.) 

Belle:   Miss Rankin, it's your brother. 

Jeannette:   Let him in, and please call me - 

(Wellington enters and goes straight to the bar and makes himself a drink.) 

Wellington:  Jeannette, she knows. How are you? 

Jeannette:   Devastated. 

Wellington:  Hell of a first day. 

Jeannette:   Wellington, if you're here to say I told you so, just get on with it. 

Wellington: I'm not here for that. However, I am here as your campaign manager, and we 

need to discuss what happens  next. 

Jeannette:  What happens next is everyone gets a chance to argue  and fight until Congress 

reconvenes, and we vote on whether or not young men should die. Whether or 

not women should be widowed and children orphaned. We vote on it. The whole 

thing makes me sick. 

Wellington:  I need you to vote yes. 

(Both Belle and Jeannette stare at him.) 

Belle:   What? 

Jeannette:   Don't be absurd. Of course not. 

Belle:   She can't. 

Wellington:  Belle, please. 

Jeannette:   Don't do that. 

 
Belle:   What? 
 
Wellington:  Political suicide. A vote no would be political suicide. We have worked too hard 

to get to this point, only for you to throw it away in your first term. 

Jeannette:  I am not a politician. I am a Suffragette! I got into Congress to move forward the 

Suffrage movement, not to become a lifelong politician. And, as a member of 

Congress, I reserve the right to vote however I choose, just as any other member 

of Congress would. 



Wellington:  You forget, you are not like every other member of Congress. 

Jeannette:  Do I? Do I forget? Please, Wellington, enlighten me on the differences between 
my colleagues and myself. 

Wellington:  You're impossible. 

Jeannette:   Maybe I should have been the lawyer. 

Wellington:  Maybe you should have. It will be a wasted vote. 

Jeannette:  You don't know that.  

Wellington: The German Empire is seeking domination. Whether you vote no or not, we are 

going to war. For the sake of democracy. 

Jeannette:  (Scoffs) Oh yes, for democracy, for the right of those who  submit to authority to 
have a voice in their own governments.... A voice in their own governments. 

Wellington:  Jen... 

Jeannette:   The widows. Where's their voice? The children. Where's their voice? 

Wellington:  Their time will come. 

Jeannette:   I am their voice 

Belle:   Shhhh, listen. 
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(Belle turns up the radio. SFX. Radio static. Lights fade. ) 

Newsreel:  Senate begins debate on Wilson's request for war with only six members 
opposing. Republican George Norris spoke, stating, "We will have joined 
Europe in the great catastrophe and taken America into entanglements that will 
not end with this war, but will live and bring their evil influences upon many 
generations yet unborn." 

(Lights up. Jeannette and Wellington both are disheveled from no sleep.) 

Wellington:  We have twenty-four hours until Congress reconvenes  to vote. 

Jeannette:  You think in twenty-four hours you can wipe me of thirty-six years of 

conviction? 

Wellington:  I'm going to try. 

(SFX. Knock on the door.) 

Belle:   Miss Rankin? 

Jeannette:   Yes, Belle, come in. 
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(Jeannette enters.) 

Belle:   There's a lady here to see you. Her name is Carrie Chapman Catt. 

(Jeannette stands.) 

Jeannette:   Oh, please! Show her in. 

(Belle exits.) 

Jeannette:   Maybe she'll help me talk some sense into you. 

(Belle returns with Carrie following.) 

Jeannette:  Well, Mrs. Catt! What a surprise to see you. You remember my brother and 

campaign manager, Wellington  Rankin. 

Carrie:   Yes, it's a pleasure to see you again. 

Wellington:  You as well. 

Jeannette:   What can I do for you? 

Carrie:   I came to discuss the vote with you. I - 

Jeannette:  Oh, yes, I know. My brother is trying to convince me to vote yes. He says it will 

be harmful to the movement. 

Carrie:   Oh... well, you see, I quite agree with your brother. 

(An awkward pause. Wellington clears his throat    and refreshes his drink at 
the minibar. Jeannette and Carrie lock eyes for a long time.) 

Jeannette:   Oh. 

Carrie:   Yes. You see, the reason I'm here is... well... I've come to advise you to vote yes. 

Jeannette:   Oh... 

Carrie:   A vote no would show women as sentimental, weak- 

Jeannette:   Weak? Weak? What's stronger than standing up for what's right? 

Carrie:   They'll say you're unpatriotic. 

Jeannette:   Oh, please, unpatriotic? Why should violence be more  patriotic than reason? 

Carrie: As a fellow Suffragist and, frankly, a very generous donor to your campaign, I 

implore you to vote yes. 
 
Jeannette:  I see, and am I to assume you'll pull funding for my  next campaign, were I to 

run again? 

Carrie:   It's a possibility, yes. 

(Silence filled with thick tension.) 



Jeannette:   Well, I shall put that into consideration. 

(Jeannette sits behind her desk and begins               writing.) 

Jeannette:  Now, if you don't mind, I have work to do. You can show yourself out. 

Carrie:   Good day. 

(Carrie exits.) 

Wellington:  See. 

Jeannette:  A week ago, she and I held the exact same beliefs, and so did the goddamn 

President. And now what? We're just to abandon those beliefs because we're 

scared? 

    

(Lights Fade. SFX. Radio static.) 

 

Newsreel:  August 4th, House gathers to debate Wilson's request for war. Nearly 100 

speeches, both for and against war, were brought forth. While many members 

wept as they spoke, Representative Claude Kitchin of North Carolina said, "It 

takes neither moral nor physical courage to declare a war for others to fight." 

(Lights come back up. Wellington is staring at his watch.) 

Wellington:  An hour. An hour until you have to vote. 

(Another knock on the door.) 

Belle:    It's me, Belle. 

Jeannette:  Oh, for Heaven's sake, I know. Come in! 

Wellington:  Jenny, please, calm down. Forgive her, she's under a  little stress. 

Jeannette:  No, I will not calm down, damn you! And I don't need you apologising to my 

secretary. Hell yes, I'm stressed, and I have every right to be. And I'm angry, and 

I have every right to be that, too. Now, would you please stop being my 

campaign manager for a  moment and be my brother? 

 
(Belle and Wellington exchange looks. Jeannette is sitting at her desk with 
her head in her hands. Wellington offers Belle a seat and goes behind 
Jeannette and puts his hands on her shoulders.) 

Wellington:  I'm sorry. 

Jeannette:  I am well aware of the pressures and opinions surrounding my vote. And, well, I 

am a patriot. I love this country, and I love the idea of democracy. But until 

every voice is accounted for, there is no democracy to be saved. 

Belle:   Would anyone know if you voted yes? 

Jeannette:   I would. 



(Belle gets up and looks out the window.) 

Jeannette:   Belle, have you ever been to Boston? 

Belle:   No. 

Jeannette:  I went there and stayed with Wellington: while he was going to law school. It 

was a wonderful time. I made friends, went on several dates, lived the life of 

Reilly. One day, Wellington and I were invited to a dance at the Governor's 

mansion. It was on the way there that my journey in social activism began. I 

could not believe the disparity I saw. We were headed  to the home of one of the 

highest members of society while driving through some of the poorest 

neighborhoods. And you know who lived in those neighborhoods? Women and 

children. Widows and orphans. 

Wellington:  You can still help them. 

Jeannette:   But at what cost? "I'll fight for you, but first I've  got to make you a widow." 

Belle:   Miss Rankin, look! 

Jeannette:   What is it? 

Belle:   Come here, look! 
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(Jeannette moves to the window.) 

Jeannette:   Doves. 

Wellington:  Haven't you ever seen a dove before? 

Belle:   There are two circling over the Capitol. It's a sign. 

Wellington:  Of what? 

Jeannette:   Peace. 

(Jeannette turns from the window and faces the audience. Wellington gulps 
down the remainder of  his drink, and Belle continues to look out the 
window. Wellington marches over to Jeannette’s desk and puts down his 
empty glass.) 

Wellington:  Vote with your conscience. 

(SFX. Bells ringing in the distance.) 

Jeannette:   It's time to go. 

 

(Spotlight CS on Jeannette.) 

 

Voice over: I shall call your name. You'll state present and how you vote. Rankin. (Silence) 
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.... Rankin....Miss Rankin, how do you vote? 

Jeannette:   I want to stand by my country, but I cannot vote for war... I vote no. 

(Jeannette stands frozen as the lights fade on her. Lights come back up on 

the office where Wellington and Belle are reading from newspapers. The 

two read the paper at the same time. Wellington starts SR and Belle starts 

SL the two pace and read, meet CS, then do an about face and pace back to 

their original spots.) 

 

Belle: "It is possible that no more dramatic scene has been staged in the House of 

Representatives than when Miss Rankin, casting her initial vote in the lower 

body, interrupted roll call to say thirteen words that she could not vote for war." 

Dramatic? Can you believe that? 

 

Wellington: "Practically every member in the House turned toward the seat  where the 'Lady 

from Montana' sat. Those in  the galleries leaned forward. Miss Rankin was 

evidently under great mental duress –  

 

(Jeannette enters and mimes the following.) 

Wellington: "Her appearance was that of a woman on the verge of a breakdown. She 

clutched at her person repeatedly. Now and then, she brushed back her hair, 

looked upward at the stained-glass ceiling, and rubbed her eyes and cheeks 

nervously. She clasped and unclasped her hands, as one does under the stress of 

unusual emotion." 

 
(Belle and Wellington lower their newspapers and stare at Jeannette.) 

Jeannette:   I see you've read the papers. 

Wellington: Never in the one hundred and thirty-six years this country has existed has a 

freshman Congress member stood and spoke during roll call. And the first to do 

it was a woman.... Stand up, say your name, say no. That's all you had to do, but 

no, you - 

Jeannette:   Wellington, enough. 

Belle:   And have you seen this? 

Jeannette:   Seen what? 

Belle: The Times. They've printed the names of the fifty  Congress people who voted 

no. 

Jeannette:   (Snatching the paper from Belle.) You're kidding. 

Wellington:  You better get over your fear of the press. They're  going to want to talk to you. 

Wellington:  Belle, will you call a quick press conference to be  held this afternoon? 

Belle:   Of course. (Exits) 



Jeannette:   No. No press conferences. 

Wellington:  Jenny, we've got to get ahead of this thing. 

Jeannette:  It's too late for that. I had reporters hounding me  at my apartment this morning 

and some waiting here when I arrived. This explains that. 

 
(She crumples up the newspaper and throws it on the ground. She opens a 
drawer, pulls out a little bottle of Aspirin, and takes two pills. She puts the 
bottle back, slams the desk drawer shut, and sits down.) 

Wellington:  Headache? 

Jeannette:   Throbbing. 

(Jeannette lays her head back on her chair and closes  her eyes.) 

Jeannette:  I may have voted no, but we're going to war anyway. They got what they wanted. 

(SFX. There's a knock on the door.) 

Jeannette:   Who is it? 

Belle:   It's a reporter, Miss Rankin. He'd like to- 

Jeannette:   Tell him to go to hell! 

Belle:   He said he'll come back later. 

Wellington:  You can take the girl off the ranch... Let's talk strategy. 

Jeannette:   Keep Suffrage at the forefront. 

Wellington:  How? 

 

(Lights fade.)  



 

 

Scene 3 – Front of Tabs 

(Lights come up on the Newsreel announcer. The following is a quick 
sequence with the spotlight  going back and forth between the Newsreel 
Announcer (SR) and Jeannette (CS).) 

 

Newsreel:  Only fourteen days after her historic vote in Congress, Jeannette Rankin 

addresses the Senate  Committee on Women's Suffrage. 

 

Jeannette:  I am here to condemn the state-by-state legislation proposed regarding Women's 

Suffrage. It is merely a jumble of rules and laws and irregularities. However, I 

am not here to reiterate previous arguments made for Women's Suffrage. No, 

today I am here to argue Women's Suffrage as a necessity during this new world 

war. Without the enfranchisement of women, the standards in labour will 

deteriorate. The standards which we seek to protect and develop will rise in 

proportion to the amount of democracy we have in our institutions, in proportion 

to the amount of individual responsibility that is felt by the workers themselves. 

 

Newsreel:  Two months after her infamous vote against America's  involvement in the war, 

Miss Rankin addresses the Senate on behalf of the Lever Bill, designed by the 

Secretary of Agriculture to take control of the conservation of food during war 

time. 

 

Jeannette:  Our higher educational institutions have been turning out a large body of women 

who are trained to deal with fundamentals from a scientific standpoint. It would 

be to the advantage of the government to utilise the services of trained women in 

the places where they would count the most for the country during the present 

crisis, and in the future. 

 

Newsreel:  Freshman Congresswoman Jeannette Rankin takes on Federal Bureau of 

Printing & Engraving, demanding  better working conditions and higher wages 

for employees. 

Newsreel:  After win against the Federal Bureau of Printing & Engraving, Miss Rankin 

takes on the mining union in  her home state of Montana. Trouble on the home 

front for Miss Rankin. The International Workers of the World's, or IWW 

organization leader, Frank Little, was found dead today, hanging from a railroad 

tie. The numbers 3-7-77 were found near his body. Could this issue be too much 

for the Lady of Peace? 

Jeannette:  Today, I am addressing Congress to give President Wilson the ability to operate 

copper mines essential to the war effort. In a crisis of this kind, coming as it 

does in time of war, when all our national attention should be centered upon the 

enemy, and not on local difficulties, there should be some effective  means by 

which the government would be able to protect itself against a decrease in 

necessary productiveness, and by which the people of each state  would be 

guaranteed the protections provided by the Constitution of the United States. 

Newsreel:  Some hail Miss Rankin as a champion of labour, but others fear her actions lean 

a little too far left, labeling her a socialist, with others going so far as  to say she 

is a communist. 



Jeannette:  If industry can control people with labour, then it could also control people 

through government. 

(Lights fade. Lights up on the office. Jeannette is standing, reading a 

newspaper when Wellington walks in.) 

Wellington: What are you doing? I thought we discussed this. Reading those damned things 

isn't going to do you any good. 

Jeannette:  The Helena Independent has labeled me an IWW sympathiser who is deaf 
to complaints of violence in other states. 

Wellington:  Stop. 
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(Jeannette throws down that paper and picks up another one.) 

Jeannette:   The Great Falls Daily Tribune says that maybe other members of Congress 
could help relieve Rankin's emotional burden. They follow up with, and I quote, 
"We would willingly and gallantly do anything we could to calm Miss Rankin's 
frazzled nerves." 

Wellington: What did you expect? You had the audacity to suggest our government takes care 

of its people. You know what people hate more than a woman in Congress? 

Jeannette:   What? 

Wellington:  A socialist in Congress. 

Jeannette:   I am not a socialist. 

Wellington:  If it looks like a duck... 

(Jeannette drops the papers, sits back down at her desk, and begins to rub 
her temples. Wellington mindlessly picks up the papers as Jeannette takes a 
pill bottle out of her desk drawer, takes a couple of pills, and puts the bottle 
back.) 

 

Wellington: You know what these papers didn't mention? The thousands of cheering miners 

who greeted you in Butte. They didn't report the fact that the mayor cancelled a 

parade in your honor, fearing it would cause too much of a disturbance. And 

when you stood up on the seat of your car, what was it you yelled? 

Jeannette:   Good Americans obey the law. There will be no demonstration tonight. 

Wellington:  Belle, come in here quickly, and bring a copy of the Washington Times. 

(Belle enters, carrying a newspaper under arm.) 

Belle:   Yes? 

Wellington: Belle, will you read us Jeannette's interview from a  few days before arriving in 

Butte? 

Belle: Sure. "They'll try to do to me just what they have done to everyone who ever 
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tried to oppose them. They own the state. They own the government. They own 

the press. First, I'll be roasted from one end of the state to the other. Now, they 

use political ruin, social ostracism, and financial ruin. Every newspaper will 

print my shortcomings, real or fancied, in the largest type. They'll do everything 

to discredit me, both in Washington and in my own state. If the Anaconda 

Company prevents me from ever returning to Congress, I'll at least have the 

satisfaction of having done what I could for my constituents while I  was here." 

Wellington:  You said that. 

Jeannette:   I said that. 

 

Wellington: That's all they're doing here. They're trying to vilify you, and the IWW, in order 

to discredit the cause. In the end, you're- 

 

Jeannette:   Damned if I do, damned if I don't. 

Wellington:  Exactly. 

Jeannette:   Unfortunately, doing is what I do best. 

Wellington:  That's right. 

(Hands newspaper to Belle.) 

Wellington:  Belle, would you mind getting rid of these? 

(Belle takes the paper and exits.) 

Jeannette:   Well, what's worse is I felt an utter fool in front of the President himself. 

Wellington:  How so? 

Jeannette:  I went to Mr. Baruch, the new president of the War Industries Board, with my 

thoughts on the government controlling the mines during war time. He told me 

to go to President Wilson, which I did. He told me to go to Mr. Baruch. To 

which I replied, "He told me to come to you." He then threw his head back and 

laughed. Turns out I had been given the run  around. It was a mere moment later 

I found out the issue had been settled on its own. I felt such a fool. 

Belle:   (Belle enters, carrying a bag full of letters.) These arrived for you. 

Jeannette:   What are they? 

Belle:   Open them. 

(Jeannette grabs a letter from the top and reads.) 

Jeannette:  "Miss Rankin, you are the first representative, to my  knowledge, who has ever 

tried to defend those who have to work underground to simply exist. Thank you 

sincerely, Fred Schottlekorb." (Drops letter) "Congresswoman Rankin, you 

have succeeded in forcing upon the ears of the public the cause of the miners, in 

a way no one in Butte could have done. From now on, we will find it easier to 

resist the tyranny of a  corporation which has all but silenced criticism and fair 

discussion." 



Wellington:  Still feel foolish? 

(Lights fade as Jeannette continues to read the letters.)  



Scene 4 - Office 

(Lights come back up. Belle is decorating the office for Christmas. SFX. 
Radio static.) 

Newsreel:  As the war marches on, President Wilson requests a broadening of the United 
States' presence in the conflict. Expecting another voting against war, Congress 
was shocked when Miss Rankin voted in favour. The New York Times 
responded to this change in action saying, "It is better to be right part of the 
time than wrong all of the time." 

 
(Belle changes the station as Jeannette walks in.  An instrumental version of 
‘the first noel’ plays.) 

Jeannette:    Good morning. 

(Belle does not respond and continues to  decorate.) 

Jeannette:  Still not speaking to me, I see. Fine. I hear enough talking as is. A little silence is 

much appreciated. 

 
(Belle decorates while making little huffing noises. Jeannette ignores here 
and begins working.) 

 
Belle:   I just find it funny - 

Jeannette:   Here we go. 

Belle: That we fought so hard to repair the damage done by your initial vote and also 

defended it tooth and nail, only to have you go and vote yes to expanding our 

country's aid in the war. Have you changed your mind? When? It would have 

been nice to be in the loop  a little. 

Jeannette:  Belle, I still think war is a stupid and futile way  of attempting to settle 

international difficulties. 

Belle:   But- 

Jeannette:   Let me finish. 

Belle:   Go on. 

Jeannette:  I believe war can be avoided, and will be avoided, when the people, the men and 

women in the United States, and Germany have an equal say in their 

governments. However, seeing as we are already in this war, my goal is to now 

ensure that we end this war and get our men home faster. I was merely voting  

for men and money; that's all. 

Belle:   That makes sense. 

Jeannette:   I know it does. Now, are you going to continue to be mad at me? 

Belle:   Yes. You didn't notice my decorations. 

Jeannette:   They're lovely. Would you like some help? 

Belle:   That would be wonderful. 



(Jeannette and Belle decorate together when      Wellington enters.) 

Wellington:  Ladies. 

Jeannette:   Wellington, I was not expecting you today. To what do I owe this pleasure? 

Wellington: I received a telegram from my secretary back in Helena, which I was told to 

deliver to you. 

Jeannette:   Oh, lovely, she must have gotten the gift I sent her. 

Wellington:  What did you get her? 

Jeannette:   Oh, I got her these lovely set of garters, and - 

(Wellington covers his ears.) 

Wellington:  Never mind. Sorry I asked. 

Jeannette:   Don't tell me you came all the way down here to hand me this letter. 

Wellington: Clever girl. No, in fact, I've come to tell you I've secured you a year-long 

contract with the Chicago Sunday Herald. 

Belle:   What on Earth for? 

Wellington: For anything we want? This allows you to write a weekly column addressing 

any number of issues you're  fighting for. We may win you a second term just 

yet. 
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Jeannette:  Wellington, you are a genius! Belle, decorating can wait -- we need to draft up 

each topic of discussion. You'll be in charge of writing them. However, I would 

like to see the final product before being sent off. 

Belle:   You got it. 

(Belle exits.) 

Wellington:  Any ideas on what you want to discuss. 

Jeannette:   A few. 

Wellington:  Such as? 

Jeannette:  Well, the wage problems of women working in plants, for one, protection of 

women in the crisis of war, and toil-worn child workers on farms. 

Wellington:  Just a few ideas. 

Jeannette:   I better have Belle write these down so I don't  forget. 

(They both exit. SFX. Radio Static.) 

Newsreel:  Freshman Congresswoman is making headlines with her own weekly column 
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in the Chicago Sunday Herald. In one such column, she states, "Women must 

not only prepare themselves for thrifty administration in their kitchen, but for 

professional and paid work." 

 
(Picketers cross the stage, chanting and holding signs. The leader of the 
pack carries a sign stating, "Mr. President how long must women wait for 
liberty!" Lights fade.)  



Act 2 

 

Scene 1 – Office 

(Lights up on Jeannette's office. The window has been covered with a cork 
board that contains hundreds of letters and photos all sent to Jeannette 
from her constituents. Next to the cork board is a map with red pegs, 
indicating the states that have given women the right to vote: North Dakota, 
Ohio, Indiana, and Rhode Island. A large circle has been drawn around 
New  York. Jeannette stands and studies the map. SFX. Radio static.) 

Newsreel: The Suffrage movement gains momentum as the right to vote is granted in North 
Dakota, Indiana, Ohio, and Rhode Island. The pressure has now been put on 
New York, where a referendum will be discussed on whether or not a federal 
amendment is needed. 

(Belle enters.) 

Belle:   Jeannette, you've received a telegram. 

Jeannette:   From whom? 

Belle:   The New York Women's Suffrage Committee. 

Jeannette:   Excellent. 

(Jeannette takes the note from Belle and goes to her   desk.) 

Jeannette:   Oh. I see. 

Belle:   Everything okay? 

Jeannette:   The committee has asked that I not partake in the  discussions. 

Belle:   You're kidding! Why? 

Jeannette:  Apparently, anti-suffrage groups are linking women's right to vote with the 

German insurrection. Since I voted against going to war, it is assumed I have 

anti- American ideals. My presence on the committee would, therefore, hurt the 

cause. 

Belle: Hurt the cause? Do they have any idea what you have fought for? Suffrage, to 

you, is more than the right to vote, it's- 

Jeannette:   Don't waste your breath. They can't hear you. 

Belle: I don't care. It makes me mad. Why, you went in front of legislation proposing a 

bill that would allow women to keep their citizenship if they marry someone 

from a different country. 

 
(Spotlight on Jeannette as she stands and addresses the audience.) 

Jeannette:  We must not forget that the self-respect of the American woman will not be 

redeemed until she is regarded as a distinct social entity, unhampered by the 

political status of her husband or father, but with a status peculiarly her own and 

accruing to her as an American citizen. 

 
(Lights up. Jeannette is sitting down at her  desk.) 



Jeannette: It doesn't matter. There is still plenty of work to do and plenty of committees to 

be on. 

(SFX. Knock on the door.) 

Jeannette:   Answer that, please. 

(Belle answers the door. Wellington enters.) 

Belle: Mr. Rankin, we weren't expecting you. 

Wellington: I apologise for arriving unannounced. I've just gotten word that Joseph Walsh is 

not pleased that you  will be speaking in his state. 

Belle:   Who's Joseph Walsh? 

Wellington: A Massachusetts Republican who is wildly anti- suffrage. He doesn't want 

anyone touching his constituents or his constitution. 

Jeannette:   That sounds like a threat. 

Wellington:  It is. 

Belle:   What are you going to do? 

Jeannette:  Well, tonight, when I address the fine people of Massachusetts, I am going to say 

- 

 
(Spotlight on Jeannette as she stands and             addresses the audience again.) 

 
Jeannette:  Joe Walsh performs a great service for the people all over the country because he 

sits on the House floor and objects when certain bills come up that shouldn't be 
passed unanimously. He is the only one to object, and by objecting to these 
unanimous consents, he helps the whole country. But, there's one thing wrong 
with him, and that's your fault, not his. You women haven't convinced him that 
he should vote for women suffrage. 

 
(Lights Fade. This is another back and forth sequence between  Jeannette 
(CS) and the Newsreel Announcer (SR).SFX. Radio Static.) 

 
Newsreel:  January 3, 1918, the Committee on Woman Suffrage opens their five days of 

hearings. This will be the fortieth time legislation has been brought to the House 
regarding Suffrage. Proponents of suffrage included Carrie Chapman Catt, Anna 
Howard Shaw, and Maude Wood Park. Opposition came from notable figures, 
such as Dr. Lucien Howe, stating that granting women the right to vote, and 
other such freedoms, would cause blindness in their children from lack of 
attention. Refusing to state the name of  this malady, he simply referred to it as a 
purulent disease of the eye. 

Jeannette:  Dr. Howe, are you referring to gonorrhea? How do you expect women to know 

this disease when you do not feel it proper to call it by its correct name? And do 

you think anything would shock women as much as blind children? Do you not 

think they ought to be hardened enough to stand the name of a disease when 

they can stand the fact that the children are blind? 

Newsreel:  As the fight for Suffrage marches on, Miss Rankin continues to stand her ground 

in court. When told that it was socialist, pacifist, and pro-German voters who 

pushed Suffrage in New York, Miss Rankin simply replied - 



Jeannette:   How can you tell a Democrat woman's vote from a  Republican woman's vote? 

Newsreel:  The response to which was, "Well, that part of it was  just estimation.". January 

9, 1918, President Wilson announces his support for a federal amendment. 
 

(Lights fade. Lights come up on Jeannette who is working at her desk. 
Wellington bursts into the room.)  

 
Wellington:  Miss Rankin, how did you do it? 

Jeannette:   Do what? 

Wellington:  Gain support from a Mr. Joseph Walsh. 

Jeannette:  Apparently, word had gotten back to him that I spoke  highly of him to his 

supporters, and he appreciated it. 

Wellington:  This is more than simple flattery. He's considering  changing his vote. 

Jeannette:  Well, at one of the hearings, he did come and sit by  me, and we had a very nice 

talk. 

Wellington:  About? 

Jeannette:  He apologised for opposing my leadership on the Suffrage Committee and said 

that I now have a new  friend and ally. 

Wellington:  What did you say? 
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Jeannette:  I simply said that I am not telling him to vote for Suffrage if he doesn't believe 

in it, but I am asking him not to make a speech against it. 

Wellington:  And he said? 

Jeannette:   He said he's having a hard time voting against it. 

(They both sit. Lights fade.) 
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Scene 2 – Woodrow Wilson’s Office 

(Lights up SL on President Woodrow Wilson. SFX. United States National 

Anthem.)  

Wilson: We entered this war because violations of right had occurred, which touched us 

to the quick and made the life of our own people impossible unless they were 

corrected, and the world secured, once and for all, against their recurrence. What 

we demand in this war, therefore, is nothing peculiar to ourselves. It is that the 

world be made fit and safe to live in; and, particularly, that it be made safe for 

every peace- loving nation, which, like our own, wishes to live its own life, 

determine its own institutions, be assured of justice and fair dealings by the 

other peoples of the world, as against force and selfish aggression. All the 

peoples of the world are, in effect, partners in this interest, and, for our own part, 

we see very clearly that, unless justice be done to others, it will not be done to 

us. The program of the world's peace, therefore, is our program; and that 

program, the only possible program, as we see it, is this: 

 
(Lights up on the rest of the stage where Belle, Jeannette and Wellington 
read the points from their newspapers.) 

Jeannette:   One, open covenants of peace. 

Wellington: Two, absolute freedom of navigation upon the seas,  outside territorial waters, 

alike in peace and in war. 

Belle: Three, the removal of all economic barriers, and the  establishment of an equality 

of trade conditions. 

Jeannette:  Four, adequate guarantees given and taken that national armaments will be 

reduced to the lowest  point consistent with domestic safety. 

Belle:   Five, a free, open-minded, and impartial adjustment of all colonial claims. 

 

Wilson: Six, the evacuation of all Russian territory and such a settlement of all questions 

affecting Russia as will secure the best and freest cooperation of the other 

nations of the world. 

Wellington: Seven, Belgium, the whole world will agree, must be evacuated and restored, 

without any attempt to limit  the sovereignty which she enjoys in common with 

all other free nations. 

Jeannette:  Eight, all French territory should be freed and the invaded portions restored, and 

the wrong done to France. 

Belle: Nine, a readjustment of the frontiers of Italy should  be affected along clearly 

recognisable lines of nationality. 

Jeannette:  Ten, the peoples of Austria-Hungary, whose place among the nations we wish to 

see safeguarded and assured, should be accorded the freest opportunity of 

autonomous development. 

Wilson: Eleven, Romania, Serbia, and Montenegro should be  evacuated; occupied 

territories restored; Serbia accorded free and secure access to the sea. 

Jeannette:  Twelve, the Turkish portions of the present Ottoman Empire should be assured a 



secure sovereignty. 

Wellington: Thirteen, an independent Polish state should be erected which should include the 

territories inhabited by indisputably Polish populations. 

Belle: Fourteen, a general association of nations must be formed under specific 

covenants for the purpose of affording mutual guarantees of political 

independence and territorial integrity to great and small states alike. 

Wilson: In regard to these essential rectifications of wrong  and assertions of right, we 

feel ourselves to be intimate partners of all the governments and peoples 

associated together against the Imperialists. We cannot be separated in interest 

or divided in purpose. We stand together until the end. 

(The air hangs heavy for a moment. Lights fade.) 

 

 

 

 



Scene 3 – Jeannette’s Office 

(Lights up on Jeannette’s office. Jeannette is pacing back and forth, 

wringing her hands. Belle sits at her desk.) 

Belle:   Explain to me again President Wilson's speech? 

Jeannette:  He's defending this war as a moral undertaking. Isn't  that just like him to make a 

statement as such two days before I must go in front of Congress to defend 

Suffrage. I, the woman who voted no for this moral undertaking. 

 
(Jeannette sits down in the armchair near the cork board and begins to rub 
her temples.) 

Jeannette:  Two steps forward. Fourteen steps back. (She closes her eyes.) 

Jeannette:  I'm just so tired. 

Belle:   It is rather late. Why don't you head home? 

Jeannette:   No, I mean. I'm tired. 

Belle:   Oh... saving the world is exhausting. 

Jeannette:   I'm hardly saving the world. 

Belle:   Only half of it. 

Jeannette:  All this fighting and picketing and voting and on and on and on, I'm beginning 

to wonder... 

Belle:   It's worth it. 

Jeannette:   That's means a great deal. Thank you. 

(Belle lets out a small laugh.) 

Jeannette:  What's so funny? 
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Belle:   Well... it's just... it's nice to see you like this. 

Jeannette:   Gee, thanks. 

Belle:   No, I don't mean.... It's just nice to know you're  human. 

(Jeannette chuckles.) 

Belle:   Have you always been this way? 

Jeannette:   What way? Human? 

Belle:   Compassionate. 

Jeannette:  Well, first of all, thank you, and I can't say I've always been compassionate, but 

yes, I have always felt a need to take care of people. I mean, I am the oldest of 
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six, and when our father died, I kind of took on a lot of the burden for my mama. 

You know, it's funny, when I was growing up, I would help my father and 

brothers out on the ranch, and I never felt less-than. We were equal; I would do 

the same chores my brothers did. It wasn't until I went to school that I realised 

not only was it not believed I could do the work of a man, but that I shouldn't. 

I've never been able to understand. 

(The two sit in contemplative silence for a       moment.) 

Belle:   How long will you keep fighting? 

 

Jeannette:   For as long as it takes. 

Belle:   Do you need anything? 

Jeannette:   No. I think I just need a moment of quiet. 

Belle:   I'll leave you alone for a bit. 

Jeannette:   Thank you. 

(Belle exits. Lights dim to a dreamy colour on Jeannette as she  falls asleep 

in her chair. She is awakened by knocking on the door, followed  by several 

voices yelling, "Miss Rankin, let us in! We need you!") 

Jeannette:  (To herself)  Shhhhh.... Go away. 

 
(She now hears the voice of Wellington, "Political suicide. A vote no would 
be political  suicide!") 

Jeannette:  (Louder) Please stop! 

 
(More voices, "Jeannette, we need you! Please, we're counting on you!" The 
voices build and build. Jeannette continues  to close them out until finally...) 

 

Jeannette:   Stop! 
 

(Silence. Jeannette removes her hands from her ears and  looks about the 

room. Lights fade to black.) 



 

 

Scene 4 - Congress 

(Spotlight on Jeannette CS as she addresses  Congress.) 

Jeannette: Gentlemen of the House, I want to begin by thanking  you for letting me 

speak on a matter so dear to my heart. Throughout the course of my career, I 

have spoken for not only the want of an amendment to our  Constitution 

allowing women the right to vote, but also the need. You see, gentlemen, 

Suffrage is so much more than the vote. Suffrage encompasses all the rights 

of women and children largely ignored by our government. With the 

abundance of coal, and with great stretches of idle, fertile land, how are 

babies continuing to die from hunger and cold? Might it not be that the men 

who have spent their lives thinking in terms of profit find it hard to adjust 

themselves to thinking in terms of human needs? Might it not be that a great  

force that has always been thinking in terms of human  needs, and that 

always will think in terms of human needs, has not been mobilised? Is it not 

possible that the women of this nation have something valuable  to give at 

this time? The boys on the front know something of the democracy  for 

which they are fighting. These courageous lads, who are paying with their 

lives, testified to the sincerity of their fight when they mailed in their vote in 

the New York election and voted two to one in  favour of Woman Suffrage 

and democracy at home. How shall we answer their challenge, gentlemen? 

How shall we explain to them the meaning of democracy, if  the same 

Congress that voted for war to make the world safe for democracy refuses to 

give this small measure to the women of our country? 

 

Newsreel:  After seven hours of speeches, both for and against  the Suffrage 

amendment, Congress votes in favour. Of the Southern states, only 

Tennessee and Arkansas voted in favour. And in a victory for Jeannette 

Rankin, her one-time nemesis, Joe Walsh from Massachusetts, also voted in 

favour. 

(Lights fade.) 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Scene 5 – Jeannettes’s Office 

 

(Belle, Wellington, and Jeannette are congregated in Jeannette’s office. 

Jeannette paces back and forth as Wellington reads off varying 

responses to Jeannette's speech.) 

 
Belle: Died in Senate? How can that be? The majority vote in Congress was 

overwhelming. I mean, did you read what Richard Austin said about you 

and your speech? 
 

(Wellington pours a drink and offers it to Belle who refuses. He pours 
himself a drink.) 

Jeannette:   No. What did he say? 

(Wellington picks up the newspaper off Jeannette's desk and finds the 
quote.) 

Wellington: Here it is, "She well deserves the chief credit for the victory, which I hope 

will be achieved here today for human rights, for equal justice, for the 

blessings of liberty, for the freedom and enfranchisement of one-half of 100 

million Americans. The ovation she received was not so much an 

endorsement of the subject she championed, as it was a just tribute to an 

able, popular, and successful woman." 

Belle:   And yet shot down in the Senate. Who would have thought? 

(Picks up refused drink from minibar.) 

Wellington:  There are still those who believe women's brains are just too small to vote. 

 
(Wellington and Jeannette stop and look at Belle who holds the drink to 
her lips.) 

 
Belle:   Well, all of the smallest brains I've seen reside in  Congress. No offense. 

Jeannette:  None taken. In fact, I wholeheartedly agree. I'm not surprised; these are the 

same arguments that were made when people of colour -- excuse me -- men 

of colour were given the right to vote. 

Wellington:  You, Jenny, are the bearer of the aforementioned slippery slope... 

Belle:   What do you mean? 

Wellington: First we let blacks vote, and then, the next thing you know, women will 

want to vote. 

Belle:   Little do they know we've all wanted this vote the whole time. 

Wellington: I've heard murmuring that people think you're trying to change a constitution 

that was adopted for and by  the people. 

Jeannette:   And just who are these people for whom the  constitution was adopted? 

Wellington: I'm just the messenger. Look, it's easy, too easy, to focus on the negative. 

However, you have come a long way from that vote against war. Why, even 



Theodore Roosevelt is supporting the amendment. Our time will come. 
 

(SFX. Radio static.)  

Newsreel:  Congresswoman Rankin is undeterred by the voting down of the amendment 
for Suffrage. She approached the Senate with yet another bill that promotes 
the health and hygiene of women and children in rural America. The bill is 
designed to educate women about venereal disease, birth control, and help 
curb infant mortality. However, critics of Rankin and this bill say it is 
duplicating efforts and is yet another example of Rankin's socialist agenda. 
Jeannette Rankin seeks America's recognition of Ireland's independence. 
Her progressive followers and Irish inhabitants of her home state applaud the 
move, while pro-war critics are stating she is giving rise to disloyal members 
of our country and have nicknamed  her "Our busy obstructionist." 

(Lights fade. Lights come up. Jeannette sits at her desk. There are 
newspapers everywhere. Belle enters.) 

 
Belle:    Jeannette, your brother called. 

Jeannette:   I'll call him back. 

Belle:   This is the fifth time he's called this week. 

Jeannette:   I'll call him back. 

Belle:   Fine. 

(Jeannette gets up and walks to the hundreds of letters and photos hung 
on her wall. She studies them a moment before tearing them down.) 

Belle:   What are you doing? 

Jeannette:   It's over. 

Belle:   What's over? 

Jeannette:   This! 

(Jeannette sweeps her arm around the room.) 
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Belle:   How can you say that? 

Jeannette:   Quite easily. It's over. 

Belle:   Think of all we've fought for. Think of how far you've come. 

Jeannette:  They don't want it. The people in charge have proven time and again that 

they don't truly want equality among their people. 

Belle:   That's not true. 

Jeannette:   It is, Belle. It is. 
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(Jeannette sits in the arm chair near the window  and begins to rub her 
forehead.) 

Jeannette:  We are a country at war. A man's game. A game in which I refused to play 

by the rules. I've fed American soldiers, I've comforted the widowed and 

orphaned, I voted to expedite this war to bring our men home, and where do 

I end up? I'm labeled a German  sympathiser, or worse, a socialist. All right, 

so let's change directions. It's not about the war. It's about fighting for fair 

wages, it's about bringing health care to our more forgotten citizens, and 

then I'm labeled a communist, or worse – 

Belle: A socialist. 

Jeannette:  And even our more prominent Suffrage leaders don't  want to side with me 
because I'm just too controversial. 

Belle: What about those who have turned against the war? What about the copper 
miners who are grateful for  your efforts? 

Jeannette:   It doesn't matter. I've completely lost support of all Montana papers. It's- 

(SFX. Knock on the door.) 

Belle:   Would you like me to answer it? 

Jeannette:   Yes, but tell him I don't want to see him. 

Wellington:  (Through the door.) Too bad. 

(Wellington enters.) 

Wellington:  Unfortunately for you, these walls are not nearly as thick as your head. 

Belle:   I'll leave you two alone for a moment. 

(Belle exits.) 

Jeannette:   I know why you're here. 

Wellington:  I know you do. I take it that's why you've been  ignoring my phone calls. 

Jeannette:   Well, say it, if you must. 

Wellington:  You aren't getting re-elected. 

(Jeannette lets out a sigh, then buries her head     in her hands.) 

Wellington:  For what it's worth, I want to apologise for not supporting your decision to 
vote against the war. 

Jeannette:   Why? You were right, weren't you? 

Wellington: Maybe, but I admire that you stuck with your principles. You have always 

done what is right over what is easy, and of that you should be extremely 

proud. I know I am. 

Jeannette:  (stands and, in a rare show of affection, hugs her brother.) Oh, 

Wellington, that means so much. Thank you. 



Wellington:  We tried, Jenny. I guess Congress just wasn't big  enough for Jeannette 

Rankin. 

(Jeannette pulls away) 

Jeannette:   You know, maybe you're right. Belle, come in here a moment. 

Wellington:  What has gotten in your head now? 

(Belle enters.) 

Belle:   Yes? 

Jeannette:   Belle, I would like you to schedule a press conference. 

Belle:   A what? 
 
Wellington:   It's happened. It's finally happened. You have actually lost your mind. 

Jeannette:  (puts a hand to her stomach.) Oh God, I think I might just have. 

Wellington, Belle. You have both worked tirelessly alongside me throughout 

this entire experience. I need you to be honest with me now. Do you have 

the mental stamina, the emotional capacity, or just the desire to do it all 

again? 

Wellington:  Yes. 

Belle:   Absolutely. 

Wellington:  Jenny, what is it you're thinking. 

(Spotlight on Jeannette as she addresses the  press.) 

Jeannette:  Gentlemen of the press, thank you for coming. I have come to a decision 

that was both difficult and extremely obvious. It is no secret that during my 

tenure with the United States Congress, my main focus  has been Suffrage. 

This encompassed not only the passing of the right to vote, but all matters of 

equality among our nation's women and children, and our labour force. I do 

feel the work my team and I have done has made great strides, and yet two 

steps forwards seems to lead to three steps back. This leads me to my 

aforementioned decision. Knowing that both my time and effect in Congress 

are coming to an end, I have decided to make the next step in my career. I 

have come here to announce my campaign for the United States Senate. 

Before we can do anything, we must win the war first! 

 
(Cameras click and shouts break out. Jeannette stands proudly at the 
podium looking out among  the crowd as the lights slowly fade on her. 
SFX. Radio static).  

 
Newsreel:  August 18, 1920, an amendment to the United States Constitutions grants 

women the right to vote. 
 

(Lights fade. The End.)  


